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selective transport would involve a coupling between cofactor binding and pore opening. A similar
conformational change was reported recently in a
carboxysome shell protein, CsoS1D (23) (figs. S4
and S5), suggesting that gated transport could be a
common mechanism in microcompartments.
Like some other BMC proteins, EutL was
found to associate into tightly packed molecular
layers within both of the crystal forms characterized
here (Fig. 3B). This observation lends further support to models for microcompartment architecture
in which the shell is formed by the tight side-byside packing of hexameric (or pseudohexameric)
protein building blocks into a molecular layer or
sheet (9–11). The appearance of the EutL protein
layer, composed of subunits in either the open or
closed configuration, illustrates how strongly the
porosity of the microcompartment would be
affected by the conformational change in EutL
(Fig. 3B).
The fourth shell protein, EutK, is distinct among
the shell proteins in the Eut microcompartment.
First, although all other BMC proteins studied to
date form hexamers (or pseudohexamers, like
EutL), EutK is a monomer in solution (fig. S8).
The apparent inability of EutK to assemble into a
hexamer by itself suggests that different BMC
paralogs might form mixed hexamers during
assembly of the shell. Second, EutK has an extra
protein domain of about 60 amino acids following
the conserved BMC-type domain (Fig. 4A).
Numerous instances of BMC-type proteins fused
to other uncharacterized protein domains are
evident in the protein sequence databases, but structural and functional data are limited (27). Based on
sequence similarity of marginal statistical certainty
(for example, a 40% probability of similarity due
to random chance), the extra domain of EutK
could be only tentatively assigned to a broad
family of proteins bearing a well-known helixturn-helix motif, which is common among nucleic acid–binding proteins.
Whereas crystals could not be grown using the
full-length EutK protein, the crystal structure of
the C-terminal domain was elucidated at a resolution of 2.1 Å. The crystal structure of this 59–
amino acid fragment, referred to hereafter as
EutK-Ctail, demonstrates that it is indeed a helixturn-helix domain (Fig. 4B). A computational
search for similar structures in the protein structure
database identified many known helix-turn-helix
domains as close matches, with coordinate differences as low as 1.0 Å. About 90% of the helixturn-helix domain structures retrieved from the
search bind nucleic acids, whereas a minority perform other varied cellular functions (SOM text). A
comparison of the surface features of EutK-Ctail
with previously characterized helix-turn-helix domains, including those that bind nucleic acids and
those that do not, suggests strongly that EutK is a
nucleic acid–binding protein. A prominent, positively charged surface is conserved in EutK-Ctail
and in those domains that bind nucleic acids (Fig.
4C). Interestingly, on the basis of structure-guided
alignments, EutK-Ctail shows the highest se-
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quence similarity to the helix-turn-helix domains
of the Ic1R family of transcription factors, which
regulate, among other things, carbon metabolism
in enterobacteria (28, 29) (fig. S9). The specific
function of EutK and the identity of its cognate
nucleic acid are unknown. Nonetheless, the key
prediction that the Eut microcompartment shell
binds a nucleic acid points up the possibility of
unexpected parallels to viral capsids, which
bind to and encapsulate their viral genomes.
Taken together, the structures of the shell proteins from the Eut microcompartment paint a picture
of a complex, highly evolved organelle. The structural features and conformational changes observed
illustrate how these evolutionarily related proteins
have diverged to fulfill specialized architectural and
biochemical roles in a shell that participates actively
in the function of the microcompartment.
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The Tasmanian Devil Transcriptome
Reveals Schwann Cell Origins of a
Clonally Transmissible Cancer
Elizabeth P. Murchison,1,2*† Cesar Tovar,3 Arthur Hsu,4 Hannah S. Bender,1,2 Pouya Kheradpour,5
Clare A. Rebbeck,1 David Obendorf,3 Carly Conlan,1 Melanie Bahlo,4 Catherine A. Blizzard,3
Stephen Pyecroft,6 Alexandre Kreiss,3 Manolis Kellis,5,7 Alexander Stark,5,7‡ Timothy T. Harkins,8
Jennifer A. Marshall Graves,2 Gregory M. Woods,3 Gregory J. Hannon,1 Anthony T. Papenfuss4
The Tasmanian devil, a marsupial carnivore, is endangered because of the emergence of a transmissible
cancer known as devil facial tumor disease (DFTD). This fatal cancer is clonally derived and is an
allograft transmitted between devils by biting. We performed a large-scale genetic analysis of DFTD
with microsatellite genotyping, a mitochondrial genome analysis, and deep sequencing of the DFTD
transcriptome and microRNAs. These studies confirm that DFTD is a monophyletic clonally transmissible
tumor and suggest that the disease is of Schwann cell origin. On the basis of these results, we have
generated a diagnostic marker for DFTD and identify a suite of genes relevant to DFTD pathology
and transmission. We provide a genomic data set for the Tasmanian devil that is applicable to cancer
diagnosis, disease evolution, and conservation biology.
evil facial tumor disease (DFTD) is a
transmissible cancer affecting the Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), an
endemic Tasmanian marsupial carnivore. First
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observed in 1996 in northeastern Tasmania, DFTD
has been implicated in devil population collapse
(1, 2). DFTD is a rapidly fatal disease that
culminates in large tumors, primarily on the face
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To further assess the clonal origin of DFTD,
we sequenced a 1180–base pair fragment of the
mitochondrial locus control region (LCR) from
14 tumors, 14 hosts, and 9 DFTD-unaffected
devils (table S2). We found that all devils and
tumors shared a single LCR haplotype in this
region, except for one single-nucleotide polymorphism at position 15,711, which supported
the idea that the tumors are clonal. Furthermore,
this nucleotide variant was observed only in
DFTD-free devils from western Tasmania (figs.
S1 and S2 and table S2), a genetically distinct
population (15). The karyotypic and genetic consistency between DFTD tumors (figs. S1 and S2)
(5, 6) reinforces epidemiological evidence for a
recent origin of DFTD (1, 3).
We cloned and deeply sequenced microRNA
(miRNA) from 10 devil tissues and five DFTD
tumors, including one DFTD mammary metastasis, to gain insight into the histogenesis of
DFTD. The 114 Tasmanian devil miRNAs,
identified with strict conservation parameters,
showed characteristic tissue-specific expression
profiles (Fig. 1 and table S3). DFTD had a
relatively consistent miRNA profile that was
distinct from the other 10 tissues (Fig. 1 and fig.

S3). Differential expression of four miRNAs in
DFTD relative to a non-DFTD tissue (testis)
was confirmed by quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) (fig. S4). Hierarchical clustering
based on Pearson’s correlation statistic showed
that the DFTD tumors were clustered (Fig. 1 and
table S4) and that the non-DFTD miRNA profile
most highly correlated with DFTD was that of
brain (Fig. 1 and table S4).
In cancer, miRNAs can both promote and
suppress tumors, as well as regulate processes
including cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and
metastasis (16). It is noteworthy that the DFTD
profile included a number of miRNAs commonly
up-regulated in tumors, including miR-21, miR-24,
and miR-19b (16), plus a miRNA that has been
linked to tumor immune evasion (miR-222) (17)
(Fig. 1 and fig. S3). In contrast, DFTD expresses
very low levels of miR-29b and miR-126, two
miRNAs suggested to suppress tumors (Fig. 1 and
fig. S3) (16).
To create a catalog of genes expressed in
DFTD, we sequenced the transcriptome of DFTD
and testis (chosen because of its expression of a
broad range of genes) from an individual
Tasmanian devil resulting in 13,665 and 16,438
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and mouth, which frequently metastasize to
internal organs (3). There are no diagnostic tests,
treatments, or vaccines available for DFTD, and
models predict that the disease could lead to
extinction of wild Tasmanian devils within 25 to
35 years (4).
DFTD appears to be a clonal cell line,
transmitted (by biting) as an allograft between
devils (5, 6) and may be similar in transmission to canine transmissible venereal tumor
(CTVT) and a transmissible sarcoma affecting
Syrian hamsters (7–9). The prevalence and
biology of such somatic cell parasites is generally unknown (10).
Studies of captive Tasmanian devils have
suggested that the species is prone to developing
tumors, particularly carcinomas (11, 12). However, DFTD does not resemble previously
described devil cancers (3, 13), and determining
its etiology is critical for developing management
strategies for the disease. Cytologically, DFTD
appears as a soft tissue neoplasm consisting of
undifferentiated round to spindle-shaped cells with
few defining ultrastructural features (3, 13). Immunohistochemistry suggests that the tumor is
derived from neuroectoderm (13).
Clonal transmission of DFTD was proposed
on the basis of karyotypic evidence (5) and was
supported by genetic analysis of DFTD tumors
at microsatellite and major histocompatibility
complex loci (6). We genotyped at 14 microsatellite loci 25 paired tumor and host samples,
as well as 10 samples from DFTD-unaffected
devils from 16 locations in Tasmania (14) (figs.
S1 and S2 and table S1). All DFTD tumors
shared a similar genotype across all loci, regardless of location, sex, or age of the animal
(P = 0.18, permutation test) (figs. S1 and S2).
Furthermore, the tumor genotype was distinct
from that of both the hosts and unaffected
devils (P < 0.001, permutation test) (figs. S1
and S2). These data were consistent with previous studies (5, 6) and support the supposition
that DFTD is a single clonal cell line propagated as a tumor allograft.

Fig. 1. miRNA profiling of
DFTD. Heat map of normalized
miRNA reads for 114 miRNAs
cloned and sequenced from
10 Tasmanian devil tissues; four
DFTD facial tumors (DFTD1, 2,
3, and 20); and one DFTD mammary metastasis (DFTD2,met).
miRNAs were clustered on the
basis of Pearson’s correlation
statistic, and bootstrap values (percentage) are indicated. The DFTD miRNA profile is shown in greater
detail. miRNAs were annotated on the basis of conservation with comparison species hsa, human; mdo,
opossum.
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unique transcripts identified on the basis of similarity with human proteins and opossum transcripts, respectively (see SOM text). Of the
annotated transcripts, 0.4% were differentially
represented between tumor and testis libraries
(fig. S5). The 31 transcripts with the most significant enrichment in the tumor library (tumorto-testis ratio of at least 2.5, chi-squared test P ≤
0.05) were validated by semiquantitative PCR
(Fig. 2A). Of these, 20 transcripts were at least
twice as highly expressed in tumor as in testis
(Fig. 2A).
The gene with the highest expression in
DFTD relative to a housekeeping gene, GAPDH
(encoding glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), was MBP, the gene that encodes
myelin basic protein (Fig. 2A). Indeed, 9 of the
20 validated tumor genes (45%) were found to
be involved in the myelination pathway (table
S6). Myelin, an insulating membranous layer
that ensheathes nerve axons, is produced by
oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system
and by Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous
system. Components of a molecular network that
controls the differentiation of Schwann cells, including transcription factors (SOX10, SOX2,
POU5F1, and JUN) and structural myelin genes
(MPZ, PRX, MBP, and PMP22), were apparent in
the differentially expressed DFTD transcriptome
(Fig. 2A) (18).
We also measured the expression of 31 tumorenriched genes from a panel of 10 Tasmanian devil
tissues by semiquantitative PCR. Hierarchical
clustering of this data set grouped DFTD
together with peripheral nerves, a tissue enriched
for Schwann cells (Fig. 2B). To confirm the expression of myelin proteins in DFTD, we stained
DFTD tumor tissues with the antibody against
Schwann cell–specific myelin protein, periaxin
(PRX) (Fig. 3). All tumor cells in DFTD lesions,
as well as the myelinated sheaths of peripheral
nerve bundles, were strongly and specifically
positive for PRX (Fig. 3). We also detected protein expression in DFTD of myelin proteins
MBP, MPZ, and PMP22, as well as NES,
NGFR, and S100 (figs. S6 and S7, and table
S7). These experiments confirm that DFTD
expresses genes found in myelinating cells,
including Schwann cell–specific markers (PRX,
PMP22, and MPZ).
At present, diagnosis of DFTD is based on
clinical features and histology. This can pose
particular difficulties for the diagnosis of atypical
DFTD such as nonfacial DFTD or DFTD
metastases. We tested PRX as a potential diagnostic marker for DFTD by staining a panel of
both DFTD and non-DFTD Tasmanian devil
tumors with PRX. All (n = 20) of the DFTD
tumors were positive for PRX, whereas none of
the nine non-DFTD tumors tested were positive
(table S7). In addition, all (n = 10) of the DFTD
metastases collected from a variety of organs
were positive for PRX (table S7). Thus, PRX is
a strong and specific marker for DFTD and is
suitable for diagnostic evaluation.

Fig. 2. DFTD transcriptome. (A) Semiquantitative RT-PCR expression profiling of 31 genes with
enriched expression in tumor relative to testis [454–read count fold change ≥2.5, P ≤ 0.05, chisquared test; (green points in fig. S5)]. Log values of the mean expression difference of DFTD genes
relative to testis (blue bars) and relative to GAPDH (red bars) are shown. Error bars represent
standard deviation. Significant differences between tumor and testis expression levels (P ≤ 0.05) are
indicated by an asterisk (two-sample t test, Holm’s correction for multiple testing). (B) Heat map of
semiquantitative PCR expression profiles of 31 genes across a panel of tissues including peripheral
nerve (PN), a Schwann cell–enriched tissue. Panel color represents the mean gene expression level,
standardized across tissues ( z score). Hierarchical clustering based on Pearson’s correlation statistic is
indicated by dendrograms. For each tissue three biological replicates were performed (n = 3). ND,
not determined.
It is striking that DFTD, a cytologically
undifferentiated tumor, expresses markers of
highly differentiated Schwann cells because
human Schwann cell tumors rarely express a
complete set of terminally differentiated myelin genes (19). Although it is possible that
Schwann cell genes have been activated in
DFTD cells after carcinogenic transformation,
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it is more likely that the myelin program
observed here reflects the DFTD cell of
origin. We therefore propose that DFTD is a
peripheral nerve sheath tumor that arose from
a Schwann cell or Schwann cell precursor;
this is supported by the miRNA profile of
DFTD (Figs. 1 and 2). Schwann cells participate
in nerve repair after injury and also modulate
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Fig. 3. Identification of a diagnostic marker for DFTD. (A to D) Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and (E
to H) PRX antibody stains used for DFTD tumor histology. Arrowheads, DFTD tissue; arrows,
peripheral nerve bundles (containing Schwann cells). Magnification, 4× (A and E; scale bar, 200 mm);
20× (B and F; scale bar, 50 mm); and 100× (C and G) peripheral nerve bundle (scale bar, 20 mm) and
(D and H) DFTD tumor (scale bar, 20 mm). Boxed areas indicate approximate locations of areas
magnified in lower panels.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

local immune reactions in the peripheral nervous
system (20, 21). The plasticity and immunocompetence of Schwann cells may be significant
in the evolution of DFTD as a transmissible
cancer.
Interestingly, proopiomelanocortin (POMC),
a gene encoding a peptide hormone precursor,
was expressed in DFTD (Fig. 2). This transcript
varies by more than 100-fold between tumors
(fig. S8). Technical limitations, due to lack of
antibody cross-reactivity with devil, prevented
the detection of physiological levels of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), a labile POMC
cleavage product. However, compared with
healthy individuals, diseased devils had higher,
but not significantly different, levels of serum
cortisol (fig. S9, P = 0.06, Student’s t test).
Cortisol is a steroid hormone, released by
ACTH activity, that is involved in stress responses
and has immunosuppressive activity (22). These
studies raise the intriguing possibility that DFTD
may secrete factors that could alter host physiology and/or behavior, an interesting area for further
study.
Our study highlights the activities of two
miRNA gene networks that may function in
DFTD. PMP22, a myelin gene expressed in
DFTD, is a target of miR-29, a miRNA that is
down-regulated in DFTD (Figs. 1 and 2 and
fig. S3) (23). The expression of transcription
factor ZEB2 is negatively correlated with low

expression of the miR-200 family, which controls tumor invasiveness in a negative-feedback
loop (24)(Figs. 1 and 2 and fig. S3). Furthermore, this work suggests that commonly mutated Schwann cell cancer genes, such as NF1,
are interesting candidates for further analysis in
DFTD (25).
DFTD is believed to be of neuroendocrine
origin on the basis of the expression of the
vimentin, S100, neuron-specific enolase, chromogranin A, and synaptophysin markers (13).
As Schwann cells and neuroendocrine cells are
both derived from the neural crest and overlap
in gene expression, it is possible that DFTD has
elements of both tissue types.
A Schwann cell origin for DFTD contrasts
with that of the canine clonally transmissible
cancer, which has been proposed to be of histiocytic origin (26, 27). It will be of interest to
define common and unique features of these
two cancers and to determine how the histogenesis of transmissible cancers may influence
their occurrence, evolution, and biology. Our
catalog of genes provides a framework for this
work, as well as for use in the effort to develop
a DFTD preclinical test and vaccine.
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